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Abstract: An F-manifold is a manifold modelled on an infinite-c Gmensional F&&et space I?. 
owing theorem gives, in a sense, arbi separable F-man& 
e a separable F-manifold and let 4; be e exists a countabie 
te simplicial complex K and a home such that fog each 
, h(l a I XF) is contained in some element fly, this theorem car be generaliz 
usmg Eocaily-finite-dimensional complexes to 
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ii. SpaCe X iS a COlltiIlUOUS fiimily, for tEI, of lomeo- 
that h, is I:he identity Isoto is s’j.zvert& 
eonrorphisms defined := (h, is also 
an isotopy (i.e., is continuous in t). 
. There exists an invertible isotopy Hr : R Xs -+ R X s for 1’ E I satis- 
= id, 
(2jforO< t< I,&& is onto [-(I. -t)/t, (1 -t)/t] x s, 
/?I u dv fv 
\svq\+ \qJ29 . ..)) = ( 
A I 
v, &XpX2, ..* )) . 
Pod. egard R as (-- 1 ,l) and s as the countable product of intervals 
(- 1. ,I ). The function Ht defined by 
H*(x, (x1,x2, *..)) = (( 1 -t)x, (tx+( 1--t)xp txp( I-r)+, . ..) 
almost works except that Ht is onto an open interval crossed with s for 
0 < t 9 1. However, for each t, the set {t- 1, 1 -t) Xs, is a locally collar- 
ed subset of fold [t-l 9 L-t] ><s, and hence 
Iy neghgib?e. e is a homeomor-phism of (t-- 
s not move things outside a s 
‘urthermore, this adjustment can 
CW? be made: to approac 
S 
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tier, trti2 
n= 
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cover using sets of the form 
II [ai/2n 3 (Qj+ 1 )/Zn J XSn 9 
j=l 
with Qj,rI integers 9
R as imbedded in s in the usual way, that its, as 
and there is a naturat hmxmcmphism of I?%, 
subsets of Rm : 
1,‘. = 
m i if ITE < pfi, 
“d 
I - B- 
= 1. Let f: [OJ) + [Cl,-) be a 
~fine It.‘., an-d 13, inductively as fell 
(1) I#;‘.= @? 
(2) q/n z Bk/ eJ (Cm-.(Ch 1 Xl?)), 
(3) Bk+, =BjnUDm. - 
m and _Bh are closed subsets of Rm. Let B = Ugl Ri. y inductive reason- 
ing and the fact that the cover V is locally-finite, it can be shown that 63 
can be iriangulated. ence, there is countable locally-finite simphc 
co eomorphism I onto B which is linear 
vely define a orphism h : U + L3 iii S. We will 
regard U iIS ii&l (Cm X3,j. \ As inductive hypothesis, we assume that h has 
been defined on C&X Sm and that 3ni Bd(CmjX~iG, 2 satisfies 
t y == (Xl,.es,Xm) for YE (CL -ht(CiE)) and let g,Cy) = 4 /(l+f(jm~)J 
ith the obvious convention that if f,(y) = 1, then gm@) = 0. We now 
extend h lto ChX s,, by 
the isotopy GSf the lemnla. The image of h is an ek:ment of 
we real1 that Dm is a subset of C~+M. t can easily be check- 
t Bt is a continuous extension onto DmXS, and that for points in 
